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LipstickBy NARS Get ready for a whole new
definition of beauty with Lipstick by NARS. The
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new matte lipstick features beautiful, almost
liquid-like color with a super-plush formula. It is

available in 12 exciting new shades for the lips in
the fantastic new Lipstick by NARS Lipstick

range. I love this lipstick! It’s so creamy and soft,
has a gorgeous, very wearable color, and it’s

totally a matte. Just like the NARS Lipstick
available in the markets – a matte lipstick gives

the perfect amount of pigment and coverage
without the sticky and thin formula that you get

with a lip gloss. The color range is rich and
intense and I like that it’s not a “flattering”

selection. I don’t like making a statement by
wearing an “ugly” shade – it just makes me look
like a clown. I like that this lipstick gives me a

warm, coppery, olive brown color instead. I think
the color will make a statement without looking
overdone. In addition, the texture is super-duper
creamy and I don’t need to put on a topcoat, so
this color stays pretty on my lips all day long.
The lipstick can only be used once and is long-
lasting. I’m even wearing it a day after my last
NARS Lipstick application. This lip color doesn’t

feel sticky or unpleasant and it’s totally
undetectable when you eat. It doesn’t also dry

out my lips! NARS Lipstick by Mars offers a
product for every woman, which is why I love it!
This new Lipstick by NARS collection has a lot of
fabulous shades for every day-wear. So go get
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yours now!Jessie J Licks and Sucks Mariah's Cock
Brandy Berry Lick. This girl with a big booty is

just trying to get laid but she is not winning her
game. She wants her guys dick to do the trick.
The girls keep telling her no but she won't take
no for an answer. She takes her boyfriend's dick
and learns some new tricks about sucking dick.
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